Drug delivery in multiple indication (multipurpose) prevention technologies: systems to prevent HIV-1 transmission and unintended pregnancies or HSV-2 transmission.
The development of multiple indication (multipurpose) prevention technologies (MIPTs) is driven by overlapping relationships in the area of female reproductive health. In this review, the basis for MIPTs is detailed. The current state of the field for the use of drug delivery in novel MIPTs is covered. Of particular interest is the application of intravaginal rings (IVRs) for the delivery of two drugs simultaneously, to prevent one STI and pregnancy, or two STIs. IVRs are currently available commercially for contraception and have been developed for release of microbicides to prevent sexual transmission of HIV-1. Novel IVRs capable of releasing relatively large amounts of drugs such as tenofovir are discussed, along with those that contain independent delivery elements, such as pods, that can be used to release drugs at independent rates. The vaginal administration of macromolecules (antibodies and vaccines) is also reviewed in the context of MIPTs. The field of MIPTs remains one of potential. There is yet to be a proven microbicide effective at preventing sexual transmission of HIV-1. Development of MIPTs in the near term will proceed under the assumption that one or more antiretroviral (ARV) drugs will eventually be proven successful. IVRs have already demonstrated success in the area of contraception. Prevention of sexual transmission of HIV-1 and herpes simplex virus-2 (HSV-2) (or suppression of recurrence) remains an attractive MIPT target. In the long term, development of MIPTs will require validation of surrogate end points, particularly for prevention of HIV-1 transmission.